


2 - the inexquisite corpse

I’m in this coffi n on a train,

Southbound;
away from the territory. 

I’m not heading to the necropolis, 

I’m just a necro heading to a polis. 

I think it will be okay there,
Maybe. 

My little fi ngers are stiff 
but they ain’t gonna fi nd me, 

So long as I stay still. 
It’s not so hard being cargo.

Cathartic and passive, 
The body sways
To and fro. 

But, no.
My body.

A whooshing sound;
The slightest draft; 
A strip of light. 
I’m not hermetically sealed.

I long for sensory deprivation. 

I want to get beyond this blank 
slate and have one last out-of-body 
experience.

(She waits.) 

Wait? Where am I? 
What is this? This is daft.

There is a pressure which surges in 
the boney hollows of a body, where 
honeyed bellows prod, 

Keeping it sound and germ-free. 

(A pause,
The sound of the trolley’s whine.)

The draught through cracks in the box.

No, she ponders to herself. 

It’s your body that’s breaded and the sweet 
carbs in your mouth are the recommended 
daily amount.

I’m smuggled tatie bread; 
a spud-like Eucharistic stow-away.

FADE IN:
INT. THE CLOCK 
People wait. No talking. Woman walks to pub entrance, glances down the street.

EXT. THOMAS STREET 
Normal but quiet. Late afternoon. People begin to fi le out of Adam & 
Eve’s Church.

INT. THE CLOCK
Dim lights, dusty air. Three tables, bar, with six bar chairs. 
The body arrives. Din of voices, chatter in hushed tone. 
The Angelus begins. A gong echoes through the room. Eyes angle towards 
the TV. Gong. Heads bow in acknowledgment.
Two men can be heard.

FIRST MAN

What’s that shite?

SECOND MAN

Shh, ta fuck. It’s only for a minute.

FIRST MAN

Pious pricks. As if.

Gong. The coffi n is passed shoulder high, person to person, crowd surfi ng the 
length of the pub, coming to rest on a table prepared with wreaths, candles 
and trinkets. Gong. A hand removes a pint from JACKSON as its about to be 
set down. A news report blares on the television; the men continue.

T.V.

The anti-terror squad continue their 

investigation into—

THE MEN
In unison.      Think they’d turn that shite off—

What ya talkin’ about? That!

T.V.

—death toll is still unconfi rmed but offi cers—

THE MEN
In unison.      Nobody is listening!

Give it a rest for once. It’s not why we’re here.

Why are we here so? You hardly knew the prick.

T.V.       

—the dust cloud is still a cause for concern 

and is disrupting communication systems 

throughout—

JACKSON pushes his way through the crowd, he reaches to the suspended TV 
and pushes the power switch.

I’m just a necro heading to a polis. 

I think it will be okay there,
Maybe. 

My little fi ngers are stiff 
but they ain’t gonna fi nd me, 

So long as I stay still. 
It’s not so hard being cargo.

Cathartic and passive, 
The body sways
To and fro. 

I’m not hermetically sealed.

I long for sensory deprivation. 

I want to get beyond this blank 
slate and have one last out-of-body 
experience.

(She waits.) 

Wait? Where am I? 
What is this? This is daft.

There is a pressure which surges in 
the boney hollows of a body, where 
honeyed bellows prod,

� e Train
There is a cold blue light in the sky. A train trundles southbound through rural terrain. It 
has been raining, transforming the view from the windows into a blur of green and grey. 
Raindrops make tracks through the dirt on the train’s neglected car. The atmosphere 
amongst the passengers is subdued. It’s as if they know the cargo on board and sense 
unrest. Moment lurches to moment. If one was on the platform and considered boarding 
the train just the thought of it would be a catalyst for action. Much like navigating 
street view on Google maps the body would fi nd itself hurtled from scene to scene in a 
dizzying, pixelated haze. 

The feeling aboard this train leaves its passengers suspended in the semi-liberated, 
semi-jarred state of lucid daydreaming. This loose consciousness allows for minor acts 
of agency and freedom but one is nonetheless contained, trapped in a nullifi ed not-
being. Acceleration worked to undo any feelings of control, yet the consciousness of 
where one would like to go can facilitate an illusion of purpose.  

On this southbound train, in the very last carriage, lies a coffi n cradling a small body; 
it’s heavy. Travelling at this overwhelming pace, the only sense of movement comes 
from a clinical metal trolley upon which the coffi n rests. If one could see through the 
box, the dead weight of the mass would be chilling in contrast to its meagre chariot. It 
sways back and forth, lightly hitting off the side of the car. The body shifts. The train 
switches onto the branch line with a long drawn-out groan, shudders, and the trolley 
shakes violently to one side of the car. Limbs fl op. Such force of weight will surely 
unravel this poor coffi n in no time. But the momentum of gravity’s pull has not gone 
unnoticed, least of all by the dead. 
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An approaching train roars in the distance. 

Choo! Choo! 

I know I’m on a train. 
I know I’m on a train. 
I know I’m on a train.

(A draft in the creaky coffi n displaces a plaster from the 
fi nger of the corpse.) 

 The adhesive is leaking out from under the 
saturated cotton square. Shaped to be placed 
on some kind of joint; to maybe put up a bit of 
a fight on the knee or a knuckle; for ergonomics 
and pliability; a gestalt of skin; to be as ‘normal’ 
as possible. But to be not even visible, let alone 
noticeable, is a little anticlimactic.
 
 Grey glue, soft cotton, perforated mesh to let the 
sweat out. Textures made utilitarian, clinging to 
the skin and absorbing the sweat of the body. 
 
 There’s no bending on this little finger. I felt the 
skin desiccate into mine, pull away and reduce 
in surface area. Thankfully, it was dry or I’d be 
housing white and turgid flesh.
 
 The previous moments were a world of pain as a 
biro pressed into the slit of skin; he named the 
cut ‘Sylvie’. I think he liked that I accommodated 
it so well. That was my purpose. He had carefully 
studied the directions—really how many ways 
are there to apply a plaster?—and slowly peeled 
off my waxy wrapping.  

The coffi n’s ramshackle construction has creaking holes. 
Disjointed nails allow for a draft to graze the body. It stirs 
the chalky air that would be of ill effect to the living but 
is of no consequence to her. The discomfort of death is no 
longer maintained. A sense of acceptance and relaxation 
temporarily comes over the body.
 

This mindful meditation for the head helps adapt the 
cadaver and the pressure ebbs. We must be threading the 
port tunnel is all. Now the hinterland will fall back and the 
borderland will lurch forward. Oh shit. Border guards. The 
steam train is gonna be a funeral train. They’ll cut up the 
body like ‘Bord na Móna’ sods and chuck it in the fi rebox 
to make tracks on gases. Firebox, body box; maybe on this 
iron funeral pyre. Southbound; away from the territory. 
Fire pyre.

By way of this absurdity, the aim has been to 
show that by plugging machines together they 
break down in decisive ways.1

She gives an insensate stir as the train’s destination echoes 
from the intercom the next carriage over. The automated, 
robotic male voice announces: 

We will soon be arriving at—Dublin—Connolly.

If a lifeless body could tense, it would have.

Hours out of water. Desolate suffocation. Putrid, 
dark-orange, almost-dry scales, but not slimy, not 
moist. Stiffening and swinging with the rhythm of 
the speeding train. Caviar almost oozing but frigid 
instead, as cold air solidifies the flow. Almost 
impossible to fathom—why a keyring?—Hanging 
from a finger, mirroring the plaster ring inside a 
coffin travelling to God-knows-where.

The distant train now gains much ground and its howl is 
rushing forth.

Choo! Choo! 

1 Sørensen, B. M. “How to Surf:   
 Technologies at Work in the Societies of  
 Control” in Deleuze and New Technologies.  
 (2009)

WOMAN

We intruded your pub.

JACKSON

That’s fi ne. Why here?

THE MEN
In unison.      Hey, turn the TV back on would you!

ON! ON! ON! ON!

WOMAN

Do you have a bed here bartender?

JACKSON

Just call me Jackson like everyone else.

WOMAN

You sell vodka by any chance?

THE MEN
In unison.      ON! Turn it on!

JACKSON

Stop shouting!

WOMAN

I used to love this man, I think. Such a 

gentleman.

INT. THE CLOCK WOMEN’S TOILET
A wet white tissue sits on the cracked porcelain of the sink. She pushes 
the button of the chrome soap dispenser. The translucent green liquid 
squirts out. With her elbow she leans on the chrome tap. The jet of 
water doesn’t last long enough to rinse the lathered soap. She looks in 
the mirror. She observes herself observing. Her skin taught but sallow. 

CUT TO:
Dolly shot moving from behind the woman’s head to close up in the 
mirror, and continues through the mirror, turning around to face the 
original image. An older woman of 49 observes her youthful self.

WOMAN
It is never enough.
She fi nishes washing her hands and exits the toilet.

INT. THE CLOCK BAR - BEHIND BAR

MAN

Throw us on another one, Jackson

JACKSON

Sure.

He knew even at this early stage it was going to be a late one. He could 
feel his own resentment. It was palpable and he knew it. It was why peo-
ple kept their distance. OTHER MAN walks from bathroom to the bar stool. 
His footsteps are audible.

Apart from the distant silhouette of a fat man she 
presumed was the conductor, all that was visible on 
the platform was the blurred signal light beaming 
through the fog like a lost soul in limbo. The desolate 
scene summoned a vague memory of being on her 
way to work. So how did she fi nd herself here now, on 
this train departing the station? As the motion of the 
carriage gathered momentum a dull pain in her side 
seared up through her torso as she tried to get to her 
feet. She couldn’t manage to stand up. The conductor 
started to sing:

There’s a lot to learn for wastin’ time
There’s a heart that burns, there’s an open mind

There’s a weight on you 
But you can’t feel it
Livin’ like I do 
It’s hard for you to see it. 

Hydraulic wipers pumpin’ 
‘Til the window glistens 
Somethin’ sayin’ somethin’ n
No one seems to listen.

In the quiet slipstream in the thunder. 2

“It happened two days ago—work—it’s okay, nobody 
else died. Just you. Otherwise you would’ve gone to 
hell-and-damnation.”

She tried to laugh but her side hurt too much. Then, 
like a death rattle, the train lurched unexpectedly 
left to right, tossing her body, dislodging the soul 
and leaving the corpse pivoted strangely on its side, 
completely stiff in rigor mortis and as if in a freeze-
frame of an ’80s Egyptian dance. As she stared at this 
spectacle wondering what her name had been and 
enjoying the new out-of-body experience, she realised 
the pain was gone. The disembodied voice in her 

2   Neil Young’s “Comes A Time”, 
 Look Out for My Love (1978)

head was no longer audible and new thoughts were 
intruding, without a sound, uncanny.

If am dead and my body is there like an Egyptian, 
why am I here?

“Jaysus, I swear these conversations never change”, 
the conductor exhaled. “This is the train to 
Necropolis. It will be your fi nal resting place. RIP.” 
 
At that moment, she recalled something she had 
read in a Kathy Acker book days before her death: 

Death is another bar which lies several steps 
below the normal world. I’m at its threshold, 
but not yet in it. Its doorway is doorless.3

We will soon be arriving at—Dublin––Connolly. 

They always have to say it twice. 

3 Acker, K. Pussy, King of the Pirates (1996)
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� e Station
It’s my head that’s away.
I don’t want to hear the tannoy-droid

over the tinny woofers
I’m already surrounded by tweeters—

the most obnoxious breathers— 
tip-tapping and slapping their lips
and fi lling me with dread. 

They will be my judge and 
I don’t think I’m ready 
for the ultimate atonement. 

I’m a bag of bones who pushed it over the line.
Call it sin

or, whatever—
Tannoy-droid tins over again,

before the inertia presses in. 

She feels lucid and becomes absorbed in the higher 
narrative.

Dublin, once a sanctuary, was now becoming a place 
of upheaval. A cacophony of stress, overpopulation and 
anarchy, dissolving the city into a sort of wasteland for 
those willing to cooperate and those no longer willing 
to live.

We are now approaching—
 
Feckin’ Dublin. The festering pseudo-jewel past the 
fastened borderline, where imperial miles turn to metres 
and jurisdictions gerrymander.
 
There are conceptual tracings of places here, no 
metaphysical spaces for me to transplant my head. 
Of course, the breathers will be fi ne in their animate 
anatomy. Bones clicking, tendons reaching and muscles 
stretching all day for their daily bread. Although they 
ain’t tatie bread, their breath seems labouring; a 
deafening and infecting exercise for those with only a 
mind. I whored out my own for so many years that I 
strain when I hear two breathers discordantly out of 
sync. I hear them consume and excrete. Their voices 
nearly drown in air.

She pulls out of the higher narrative back to the scene of 
this trundling train to Dublin, becoming acutely aware 
of her company, or rather, her keepers.

“How about now?”
 
Patricia ran her fi ngernail around the raised rim of her 
buttons, the embossed crowns on the moulded plastic 
bump in tandem with the stirring tracks below. Her 
brow furrowed.

“Did you see the train?” 
“What train?” Georgiana was distracted.
“The train. I heard a train. Didn’t you hear it? I don’t 
remember seeing it pass.”

“I suppose.” Georgiana, was wholly uninterested, 
zoned out. Patricia was a dreamer, a princess, and her 
untethered thoughts and observations bored Georgiana, 
resulting in her general disinterest in these conversations. 
On occasion it would be too much to bear and would 
provoke her to say something fi ery and out-of-control.

Sensing embers burning, Patricia changed tack, 
“They’re formless to me; not abject. Trapped inside, 
they’re ‘Schrödinger’s corpses.’” Patricia pointed to the 
wooden boxes.
 
Georgiana tried, “I hear some are wrapped in the duvets 
they’re found in. It saves the coffi n lining. Makes sense.” 
Her matter-of-fact tone irritated Patricia, though she 
remained quiet. Patricia had expressed her opinion to 
her superior before and had learnt that it was neither 
welcomed nor well received.

Georgiana had worked imports her entire life. She was 
no stranger to the regime, but was bitter about the recent 
string of events that led to her becoming a chaperone to 
nameless, faceless corpses crossing over the border. She 
had been head of alliums in her last position. She had never 
appreciated separating red onions from brown until she 
was relegated to the miscellany of the living and the dead. 
In an attempt to keep her resentments at bay she pretended 
this current role was a promotion of sorts, working across 
hominid realms. It helped that the paraphernalia of dying 
was never quite distinguished from that of a kind of 
opulence. Velvet quilted chaise-longues seemed like half a 
coffi n to her, a sporty convertible. 

She was acutely aware of how she was perceived as 
she transported these bodies down to Dublin. She hated 
alighting with the corpses and, as much as she would like 
to pretend that one cargo is like any other, this one today 
was not the same. 

Please alight here for—

The city of Dublin became like Frankfurt am Main with 
the constant reception of fresh people-boxes. The German 
airport is the international hub of coffi n distribution, 
meeting the needs of armies around the world. Since all 
that unpleasantness started and stopped, the Brits refused 
the burial rights of those not born in their territory, even 
those naturalised. Now all bodies are given to their 
ancestral homeland in full composition to avoid the 
cadaver sanctions. 

As the two young women disembark, coffi ns in tow 
between two cage trolleys, passers-by on the platform 
slowed, their heads tilted in a guarded curiosity. This scene 
was like a tragic procession. These two young women with 
no relation to whomever lay inside these boxes, became 
pallbearers in an unlikely cavalcade. Members of the 
public, the unexpected onlookers and guest mourners 
passed, their grey ashen faces following this odd parade.

A funeral (of sorts) begins to form; the mourners chant:

Holy Mary,
 

Mother of God 

Pray for us sinners...

Holy Mary,

Mother of God...

Now and at the hour...

Pray for us...

 At the hour of our death...

JACKSON

Is Michelle coming in tonight? I’m sure she 

would get a kick out of the carnage down the 

end of the bar.

OTHER MAN

Nah, she’s minding those bloody dogs.

JACKSON

At the vet again?

OTHER MAN

Don’t talk to me, bloody skint with them. If 

she looked after me half as much as those 

dogs I’d be a happy man.

JACKSON

I thought you were happy?

OTHER MAN

You know what I mean.

INT. THE CLOCK PUB - LOWER FUNERAL END OF BAR
A slow sobbing from the funeral party. JACKSON looks on with disdain. 

CUT TO:
Tracking shot through the mourners and to rest on the corpse. The body 
as border, neither subject nor object. Its resemblance has nothing to 
resemble. 

The cadaver is its own image. It no longer entertains any relation with this 

world, where it still appears, except that of an image, an obscure possibility, 

a shadow ever present behind the living form which now, far from separating it-

self from its form, transforms it entirely into shadow.i

INT. THE CLOCK PUB - LOWER FUNERAL END OF BAR 
A queue forms to pay their respects to the small group.  

THE ASSEMBLED HOARD

G’won, join in before we’re out the door.
You knew him more than me. Who am I shaking 
hands with anyway?
His brother Peter—think the other guy’s his 
partner.
With the kid?
Ya, on the right is his sister and Emily. I 
don’t know the other.
When’s the last time you seen him?
Must be a year ago—fuck, maybe even two.
Sorry, can I squeeze by?
Suit yourself. What’s the rush? He ain’t 
going anywhere.
I’m with them.
OK.
He looks different. Defi nitely two years 
since I seen him. He must’ve been away or 
something.
Shh—nearly there.
Sorry for your loss, Peter. He was a great 
character and he looks at peace. Fresh as 
the day we started work together.
Thanks for that. You’ve known him a long 
time but I thought he’d changed recently.

Na, not a bit of it. Is this your wee one?

Yep, Julianne, she’s eight now.

I haven’t seen Emily in ages.

Sorry Emily, my condolences.

Thanks for coming.

I hate that shite. Jesus, they’re a sour bunch.

What’d you expect? They just lost a loved one.

I know but it’s they way the get on as if 

the world revolved around them. We all have 

our own shite to deal with. I couldn’t even 

look at the body.

Let’s grab a cuppa before the drive back.
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� e Clock
Other than the big games, Jackson, the bar owner who 
inherited the property from his deceased father, tries to mix 
things up for the regulars. For the men and women who 
have been there so long, it’s a surprise that they haven’t 
started melding into the dank sixties upholstery, their 
elbows permanently stuck with stale beer to the mahogany 
tables. They tend to be more fascinated by the infrequent 
visitors who come to this unchanging establishment. Every 
so often there’s a rogue or a randomer offering a pleasant 
contrast, ripe for observation. Today is exceptional. An 
entire group of strangers have arrived dressed in black, all 
of them well turned-out. They have upset the aura of The 
Clock, ruffl ing the clientele, brightening the dull eyes of 
the regulars, sparking an unusual light.

There are three TVs playing in different corners of the room. 
The football dominates to attract men paying homage to 
‘the lads’ while dressed in a multitude of coloured jerseys. 
This regalia is under immense pressure from stomachs that 
protrude over belts, buckles working hard to keep dull 
trousers up, at least to the hips.  

The Clock is a feast for the senses. The air is full of stale 
beer, salt and vinegar, infused by cigarette smoke that 
wafts through the back door. A constant din of slurred 
chatter and occasional raucous laughter, so that you would 
never notice the three clocks ticking. There, on the back 
wall. Beneath each clock, someone has made crude signs 
on cartridge paper with permanent marker: NEW YORK, 
PARIS, DUBLIN. London doesn’t feature (no surprise). 
Where the clock has been removed, a pale circle of paint 
between New York and Paris starkly highlights an absence. 
And the three clocks tick. Tick, Tick, Tick. 

Three clocks tick, one ticking a beat 
short of a full quartet.

Tick, Tick, Ticking in 
The Clock, Clock, Clock. 

� e Mortuary
A lot of people die in January. Those that were sick at last 
let go, having hung on for one last Christmas. For some 
with poor health it’s a time when they might catch a fatal 
chill. Others may simply decide, in the dreariness of it all, 
to call it a day. It’s a dark, crisp morning. The embalmers 
are waking while the rest of the living (and dead) sleep. 
Lots of people have died this week; there is much to be 
done. Body-bags lie on trolleys in the hall, waiting to be 
wheeled away to private rooms. The embalmers will work 
to disguise the damage and delay the decay, long enough 
for families to say goodbye, after which the deceased will 
be lowered into the ground and left to rot in peace.

Each day the embalmers are met with a new stranger. This 
stranger becomes familiar, someone the embalmer might 
have had a chat with on the bus. The embalming room 
is cold and as sterile as one might expect. The body lies 
face up on a cold, steel gurney. Almost everything is grey. 
There’s an air of desolation. No evidence of what may 
have happened there the day before or the day before that. 

It’s an art and a science, the act of making someone dead 
look alive. Today, it is a man. His long body is frail although 
his legs remain strong and athletic. His face doesn’t look 
old or, at least, not ‘old’-old. His thick red hair is a striking 
contrast against his dulling complexion, still dotted by 
freckles. Cancer: the death report reads. Age: 59. His face 
is long. His mouth holds a slight smirk, as if to say “I know 
something you don’t.” The fi ngers of his right hand are 
splayed wide while his left hand, with a thick gold band 
hanging loosely from his ring-fi nger, is clenched tightly 
in a fi st, stiffened in protest against the embalmers prying 
tools. Though his upper legs hold the shape of someone 
who was once strong and athletic, his calves are as thin 
as the embalmer’s arms. The skin appears tender and 
ravaged by sores. His body, worn and wounded, resembles 
a battlefi eld where a war has raged. It looks like he put up 
a good fi ght. 

Across the room a white slab of porcelain awaits. “This 
is where the magic happens,” he might have joked, were 
he still alive. Beside him lay the tools of his embalmers’ 
trade along with a bar of soap. Symmetrical, horizontally 
and vertically, but not diagonally. It’s body consistent 
yet precariously soluble. One hold, one drop of water, 
the slightest humidity and it’s already disintegrating. 
Weathering away all at once—not one corner, not one 
side, but a consistent melting. A thick white block is 
what’s expected, yet it is pale, turquoise and white, like 

’90s bathroom tile, with marbled stripes. One side more 
preferred than the other, its pigmented stripes fade deep 
into an inescapable arc. Utilised by the hand, for the 
hand, and by the hand, for the body. Next is the trowel 
with which they will gently empty out his insides, then the 
scalpel which will carefully cut through his jugular, then a 
large yellow sponge to absorb any liquids, and disinfectant 
spray—a mysterious mixture—with its accompanying 
pump from which a vinegary odor permeates, stinging the 
nostrils ever so slightly.

CUT TO: 
A table laid with white cups on white saucers. Two fl asks marked coffee 
and tea in handwriting stuck on with sellotape. Small packets of white 
sugar and a stainless steel milk jug.

THE ASSEMBLED HOARD 

Is there anything to be gained from it!

For bein’ a dick?

Na, bein’ a perfectionist. What’s the point, 

when we we end up like him anyway?

Don’t be such a pessimist.

It’s the truth. Why all that effort to wind 

up the same. Take him, for example. Nobody 

cares about him here, it’s all pretense. He 

was too busy doing his own thing, didn’t 

give a damn what anyone else thought. No one 

cares. Better off just to coast it.

You just didn’t know him.

Knew him well enough.

Or you’re just jealous.

Jealous of that sour cunt? You gotta be kiddin’ 

me. He never gave a shit about you or me. You’re 

just blinded by the work. Always were.

Fuck that, it’s called empathy. Something you 

obviously don’t know much about.

INT. THE CLOCK PUB. 10PM

MAN

Watch it, will ya?

MAN: Rushes in and pushes through the crowd. 

THE ASSEMBLED HOARD

One more please. So did they do it, guilty 

as sin I reckon. Been to hospital, not sure 

but. Five even, ta. Enough time, never, 

pressure is always on in my place, keeps you 

on your toes though. How about you, give 

your condolences yet? Of course, we’ve been 

here hours. That long? Getting carried away 

with the pints. I’ll go on. Be careful man, 

you nearly knocked me over. So long as they 

don’t fuck it up I don’t care. 

What can we do anyways? It’s outside our 

control. Hey, how are things? You here with 

anyone? There’s more to it than meets the 

eye, you don’t hear everything, they hold 

some of the info back, the judge’s orders. 

But there’s always leaks to the press. Will 

we go? Sure. Stop on the way? Looking well 

for sure, what age you at now?
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The MAN dressed in black suit and black armband forcefully continues 
without taking notice of others. He approaches the body, he stands 
silently and looks carefully.

MAN

I’m sorry to have to do this.

WOMAN

What’s wrong? What do you mean?

MAN

I’m so sorry. Sorry. There has been a 

mistake.

OTHER MAN

What mistake? He’s dead, isn’t he?

MAN

No, that’s just it—

WOMAN

What you mean?

MAN

It’s not him.

WOMAN

Not who?

MAN

There was a mix up. The forensics made a 

error so we took the wrong body. He was from 

the other side.

WOMAN

Don’t be stupid! It has to be—of course it’s 

him! What are you trying to do to me?!

MAN

I’m sorry, we have to take him.

The UNDERTAKERS arrive.

WOMAN

This is ridiculous! Of course it’s him! All 

these people are here to pay their respects! 

Stop!

UNDERTAKER No.2

We will have to take—

WOMAN

Shut up!

UNDERTAKER No.3

I’m sorry, it was not our fault. We thought 

you recognised him.

WOMAN

What do you mean? You think I don’t know my 

own son!? He came out of me for fuck sake!

� e Two Yard Inn
I am etched green, purple, and umber, like 
an obscure peacock, my colours make for 
captivating lines and spiral foliage patterns. 
On my surface is the image of a statue of a 
man’s head; his eyes act as my eyes, they are 
soulless hollow eyes. They stare off, distant 
and far removed, yet I am present, lurking like 
a snake in the grass however intangible I may 
be. I hold a tragic sense of loss, but that is 
speculative. Valued at “1000”—whatever that 
means. What does it mean? Nothing now, I 
guess, but there is still hope. I have changed 
hands countless times and in countless ways, 
something beyond my control, but I enjoy the 
unpredictability of it all. Who knows where I’ll 
be tomorrow. I am the passive nomad: I do 
not follow the winds, but rather the whims of 
people who possess me. Loyalty is not one of 
my virtues, for sure. I couldn’t emote with every 
single stranger with whom I keep company. 
But I do enjoy the vignette of their lives—this 
my form affords me, eavesdropping from their 
pockets. Now, with poor luck and the result 
of many-a-stupid-person, my travelling days 
are over and I sit pinned as a relic to the wall 
of this grimy pub, ogled at by boozers and 
bozos from their stools at the countertop. A 
pin pierces through my paper skin, holding 
me in place, and I can hear people discuss my 
fall from grace like I not even there. My skin is 
crumpled, forever trapped in disgrace. Yes, I 
have fallen from grace, to be devoured by the 
lions who ravage the ones who fall. This must 
be purgatory. My atonement bears witness to 
it all. Or, if I were more hopeful, my crucifixion. 
Who knows if I will rise again. 

The detective sat at the end of booth 74, casting his gaze 
upon the carpet. With his head angled toward the dark 
wood-stained table it was hard to tell if his eyes remained 
open. He had the average features of any man and his 
lethargy in this instance, whilst typical during the beer 
festival, was notable. He was of middle-age, middle-
weight, and middle-hairline with mousy fuzz on his cheek. 

He startled. The darkened pub was suddenly cast with 
bright light from the street as the door of the pub opens. 
Forenzy entered, windswept and cold. He seemed juvenile 
and red-cheeked when placed in the secreted air of a public 
house. His trench-coat tails followed him along to reveal 
their tartan lining, and on his head a peaked farmer’s cap 
obscured his youth. The young man serpentined between 
the crowded tables, narrowly catching his crotch on the 
odd corners as he squeezes through and begins to speak, 
before reaching the already disinterested older man. 
Forenzy began his account, that the body ‘they’ had been 
working on shows signs of tampering. “However,” he drew 
a breath, then paused when the detective’s eyes opened and 
swivelled slowly toward him. The head did not move but 
the detective’s dry mouth let out gruff mumbling noises, 

“Sorry now—but I think I should give my report fi rst to set 
the scene, don’t you?”

The young man looked mildly affronted. He paused for 
a beat before continuing. “As I was saying—tampering. 
It seems as if it’s the wrong word to use here, maybe?” 
The particular interferences he’d discovered suggested 
that the body had been modifi ed, or cosmetically altered 
in a criminal sense, rather than tampered with. He did 
not elaborate. “Fuck sake, have it your way this time,” 
snarled the detective. Interference. Tampering. Cosmetic. 
It made no difference to Dee. “Listen, we have to be at 
the coroner’s for the inquest in half-an-hour. Before we 
get into any more of this,” Dee stalled to check the clock, 

“Can we order pints? What do you say?”

He didn’t wait for an answer and made for the bar. 
Stooping over the hardwood countertop, he scanned 
the optics presented to him in attractive, radiating hues. 
Amongst the draught lagers, double stouts, and red 
ales were scattered some Belgian and German styles —
premium exports—for those more continentally inclined 
at the festival. A Belgian for the boy and a Woo-Woo for 
the man, with “double the schnapps.” The drinks were 
served up in dusty glasses by a dusty tender. Between 
ginger sips at his pint of Blue Moon, and the occasional 
poke at the day-old fruit fl oating in it, Forenzy took up 
where he left off.

“On the victims eyelids we found two transparent strips 
of rubber that had been secured with temporary adhesive. 
They’re something like Steri-strips or transparent cold-
sore patches.” The detective looked straight into the 

young man’s eyes, “I’ve never had oral herpes, Forenzy,” 
he said, sipping his Woo-Woo. “I wouldn’t know what 
those look like. Are there photos?” Dee continued to look 
straight into the lad’s eyes. Forenzy gave a blithe smile 
as he presented a packet of small silicone strips from his 
pocket.

This plastic bag is really blocking my view. I wish 
they’d take me out so I could get a better look. 
Wait, they’re saying that I’m on a dead body 
giving it an eye-lift. Holy shit! Oh my God, I never 
realised that I was actually strong enough to lift 
skin. That’s mad. And I’ve never even been to a 
gym. I wonder what else I can do? God, imagine 
if there were twenty of me. We could probably lift 
a whole butt-cheek or even a boob. If you really 
think about it, if I were just a little bit bigger, I 
might be able to pin back somebody’s ears. Mind 
you, that might be a bit gross considering how 
few people wash behind their ears and if I was 
stuck there then they’d never be able to wash 
behind me and I’d have to sit there rotting. Yuck. 
Hang on! What’s going to happen to me now? If 
I’m on a dead body, am I going to be buried alive? 
But I’m still young and in my prime. I’ve never 
even had a drink or smoked a cigarette. I’ve never 
even been kissed!

“We soon discovered these to be cosmetic products marketed 
as ‘Wonderlift’, a non-surgical eye-lift which promises to 
deliver a simple solution to drooping eyelids. The corpse’s 
skin, initially thought to be strewn with freckles, was 
revealed to be nothing more than an adornment achieved 
through ‘henna’ tattoo.” 

Dee’s eyebrow shifted between being raised and furrowed, 
“Tattoos, cosmetic freckles, Wonderlift. What the fuck?”

Forenzy continued, “These visual modifi cations mount up. 
The deceased appeared to have been wearing green contact 
lenses to mask naturally blue eyes. I actually lurched 
in shock on inspecting them. In the time between this 
person’s demise and the examination the green lenses had 
slipped off centre, resulting in an eyeball with a surface 
area almost completely blue and green.” 

“You were startled by Bowie with freckles,” Dee spurted, “I 
thought you’d be made of sterner stuff than that.” 

“A patch of skin on the left calf appeared to be affected 
by some pigmentation,” Forenzy went on, “what at fi rst 
appeared to be a birthmark was a patch of laser tattoo 
removal.”

Dee moved his receipt around the table top, catching 
the sticky rings left by previous customers. Forenzy 
persisted,“Two more sites of erased history were again 
found on the person’s right shoulder and left ankle.” 

“That’s a lot of work for just one body,” Dee thought aloud. 

Forenzy concurred, “It was a bit like x-raying a painting 
to defi ne its original form, peeling back the layers of edits 
and alterations to get to the truth.”

“I was talking about his work not yours,” Dee drained his 
drink. He seemed animated by the intrigue and the alcohol. 

“‘Edits and alterations’. I like that! That’s your update so 
far? Very interesting. You saw the position and the—well—
the angle. The precise location. The body was pivoted, 
somehow balanced on its left side. The pathologist could 
tell me nothing and is sewing your man up as we speak. 
The blood tests come back next Thursday. Time’s never of 
the essence with these guys of course. The diener threw his 
back out too.” 

Dee unraveled a piece of paper and began reading: 

A body without soul, a non-body, disquieting 
matter, it is to be excluded from God’s territory 
as it is from his speech. Without always being 
impure, the corpse is “accursed of God” 
(Deuteronomy 21:23): it must not be displayed 
but immediately buried so as not to pollute the 
divine Earth.4

Continuing in a hushed tone, leaning forward, he described 
the situation. “The fi rst thing protruding from the cuff—the 
sleeves of the overcoat—were little folded scraps of paper. 
With due caution, contravening crime scene protocol, I 
eased the papers out and away from the garment, leaving 
the carcass unmoved.

“I started to read the cryptic inky scrawl,” Dee spoke in 
an altered voice as if he was channelling, “That is to say, 
if what I have was fl eshed out, in my hand I would be 
holding the letter, folded and unenveloped, telling you who 
in fact has ended my life, but still I live, adopting the role 
of ‘Ghost Writer Understudy’, delivering the author’s truth. 
Anticipating darkness. Why not brightness? A blue-white 
breathing fog with no expiration after all—” He trailed off. 

“What the hell is this shit,” Forenzy grabbed the papers out 
of Dee’s hands and read aloud:

The corpse (or cadaver: cadere, to fall), that 
which has irremediably come a cropper, is 
cesspool, and death; it upsets even more 
violently the one who confronts it as fragile and 
fallacious chance. A wound with blood and pus, 
or the sickly, acrid smell of sweat, of decay, does 
not signify death. In the presence of signifi ed 
death—a fl at encephalograph, for instance—I 
would understand, react, or accept. No, as in 
true theater, without makeup or masks, refuse 
and corpses show me what I permanently thrust 
aside in order to live. These body fl uids, this 
defi lement, this shit are what life withstands, 

4 Kristeva, J. Powers of Horror: An Essay  
 of Abjection (1980)

hardly and with diffi culty, on the part of death. 
There, I am at the border of my condition as a 
living being. My body extricates itself, as being 
alive, from that border. Such wastes drop so 
that I might live, until, from loss to loss, nothing 
remains in me and my entire body falls beyond 
the limit—cadere, cadaver. If dung signifi es the 
other side of the border, the place where I am 
not and which permits me to be, the corpse, the 
most sickening of wastes, is a border that has 
encroached upon everything. It is no longer 
I who expel, “I” is expelled. The border has 
become an object. How can I be without border? 
That elsewhere that I imagine beyond the 
present, or that I hallucinate so that I might, in a 
present time, speak to you, conceive of you—it is 
now here, jetted, abjected, into “my” world. 
Deprived of world, therefore, I fall in a faint. 5

Today, the inside of The Clock is cold. Not exactly sterile 
in appearance as years of abuse and neglect have left its 
interior looking lacklustre; a kind of every-pub. A long 
bench runs along one side of the room, stretching from 
the door to the fi replace and again on the other side of the 
fi replace, all the way to the bathroom door. The upholstery 
is worn and beer-stained, threadbare in parts along the 
edge of the seats. The fabric is a dark red with a chunky, 
yellow-gold paisley print. The colours have darkened over 
time and now look more of a burgundy-brown where many 
oily scalps have rested, although around the edges of the 
seams you can still see its original brilliance.

At intervals along the bench are squat rectangular tables, 
two on the near side of the fi replace and three on the far 
side. There are stools upholstered in the same fabric as the 
benches but even darker and more threadbare. The legs 
of the stools and the tables are of a matching mahogany 
stain. All are heavy-set, making it diffi cult to get more 
than four people around each table. Customers continually 
complain to one another about how uncomfortable they are 
but nobody’s ever bothered to bring it up with Jackson, the 
owner. A few of the older customers had mentioned it to his 
father over the years. He was too stubborn to do anything 

5  Ibid.



7 - the inexquisite corpse

UNDERTAKER No.2

We should go somewhere else and talk while 

we replace—

WOMAN

Replace what? Fuckin’ nightmare! It’s him!

MAN/UNDERTAKER No.1

I’m afraid not. He is still at the hospital 

ward. We should go there while—

WOMAN

Wait!

The WOMAN looks around at the mourners who have been watching the scene 
unfold. Nobody interjects. All their heads are bowed, eyes cast to fl oor 
as she realises why. None know her son. She moves close to the corpse and 
studies its countenance. Doubt crawls in. The skin on her face tightens.

And the Crack in the teacup opens, a lane to the land of the dead.ii 

CUT TO:
Close up of man in crowd. Sings slowly.

SINGING MAN

Some things in life are bad,

They can really make you mad,

Other things just make you swear and curse.

When you’re chewing on life’s gristle,

Don’t grumble, give a whistle,

And this’ll help things turn out for the best.

And always look on the bright side of life,

Always look on the light side of life. iii 

CUT TO:
Woman slaps the corpse on the face.

UNDERTAKER No.1

You shouldn’t do that, it’s not your body.

WOMAN

My body!? It never was! I trusted you to take 

care of him— you were representation in death! 

Not this thing—this! When I looked at him it 

was me I seen grieving! How was I to know I 

had been lied to!? Where the fuck is he!?

CUT TO:
The group of men take away the coffi n and replace it with a similar one. 
They slowly remove the lid. The new corpse is identical to the last.

FADE OUT.

about it. Although he’d worked there all his life, Jackson 
had only inherited the pub in the previous year when his 
father passed away. He’d been too busy dealing with the 
death to even consider putting his own stamp on the place.

The fi replace is small, lined with beige tiles and a 
decorative cast iron surround. A baby grandfather clock 
hangs above it. It is made of mahogany. It chimes a single 
bell on the quarter-hour and chimes louder on the hour. 
The wooden fl oor is highly shone from decades of over-
mopping beer spills rather than polishing. It’s gouged with 
holes from piercing stiletto heels and the bar stools that are 
continually pushed about. Along the middle of the room 
runs a long, polished black granite countertop with a wave 
pattern and swirling iron-mongered legs; jarring beside 
their heavy-set neighbours. It is surrounded on both sides 
by tall bar stools in the same fi nish and upholstery as the 
others. The counter was installed by Jackson’s father in the 

’90s in a half-hearted attempt to modernise the place, or at 
least to gesture towards doing so. 

In the corner, at the end of the bar, sits alone poker machine 
fl ashing its rhythmic lights. Above is a handwritten note: 
NOT FOR GAMBLING. It hasn’t been touched in years. 
It arrived around the same time as the countertop but too 
many of the customers squabbled over it once the bookies 
had closed. Jackson’s father had to switch off the setting. 

• Decor as sombre as the punters that frequent it.

• Walls: off-white. Not in a way that they were meant 
to be; unpainted since the years when smoking was 
still legal indoors.

• Mysterious stains: likely booze-related, who knows. 

• Wobbly chairs, routinely propped by folded up beer 
mats. Jackson doesn’t do anything about it, he col-
lects the beer mats at close.

• Customer complaints; hoping that Jackson the owner 
might hear.

• The large clock which sits above the bar is broken. 
Time stands still. 

• NOT FOR GAMBLING. Some sort of metaphor?

• There’s an odd cosiness to the place. One suspects it 
might be that heat in the walls. 

• The fl oor is a battlefi eld. Stiletto bullet-holes and 
tracks from dragging the stools. 

“A funeral in a pub. I thought this would be a good idea,”
 Jackson said.

“What are ye complaining about Jackie? That’s good 
business for ye ain’t it? That mortgage isn’t gonna pay off 
itself. If ye want my opinion, I think ye should die where 
ye lived. If ye lived in a pub then die in a pub. My daughter 
could spend hours on hours in those trashy clothes stores. I 
swear to god Jackie, she tries on every damn thing in that 
place but here—if it makes ‘er happy, let ‘er die happy.” 
Paul, a regular, was always good for an opinion.

“I think ye’ve had one too many pints Paul! It’s the middle of 
the day, why don’t ye just go home? At least eat something, 
for the love of God.” Jackson grabs a packet of Tayto salt 
and vinegar crisps from under the counter. He rips the pack 
along the side, opening it up to create a makeshift plate 
for the starchy vehicles. He grabs one and looks at Paul, 
signaling for him to eat too. 

“I would Jackie but the WiFi’s down and I can’t take another 
minute of talking to the missus about how we never had 
a honeymoon.” Paul picks up three crisps in one go and 
while munching he says, “Man, I tell ye, the Internet sure 
is great for distracting people from bein’ pissed off.” As 
was the custom, he was talking to Jackson, but looking at 
the TV. 

“Right, well. Look—all I’m sayin’ is, if you die, don’t 
ye want to have a respectful ceremony in a church or 
somethin’? Why put it in yer will to go away in a pub? 
There’s no privacy. Y’know, to discourage the family from 
hostin’ it here, I told ‘em I couldn’t close the place down 
from the public. Surely people would want some privacy. 
No luck though. They’d rather it so. Just look at ‘em, all 
sobbin’ ‘round the casket with a load of strangers ‘round 
gawkin’. It’s just not right. This ain’t a show folks.” 

“I think people take death too seriously. Sure, we all knew it 
was goin’ to happen. What’s the big deal like?”

“Ye can’t be serious?”

Paul reached into his coat pocket, shifting his weight on 
the chair. “Ah shite, it’s the missus callin’. I’ll catch ye 
later, Jackie. I’m gonna be in trouble now.” Paul pulls out 
his cracked Samsung from his heavy back trouser pocket, 
simultaneously pulling up his trousers. He fi xes his jersey 
around his protruding beer-belly. As he hangs up the phone, 
he angily tucks his jersey back into his pants, downs half 
of his fresh pint and walks out the front door into a cloud 
of cigarette smoke. 

Jackson pours out the rest of Paul’s Guinness as he looks 
over his shoulder at the small crowd gathered around the 
casket. Bunch of sickos, feckin’ mortgage is makin’ me 
take money from people I don’t want. Wish I didn’t have 
to capitalise off people’s drinkin’ problems. I should’ve 
fi nished that degree in visual merchandising instead of 
taking over Da’s business. Man, I miss ‘im. He would 
have told this family to know better. Why did Paul order a 
Guinness? Everyone knows he’s a cider man.

“Excuse me?” A shrill old woman screeches. “You’re 
staring off into space. Are you okay, son?”

“Huh? Oh, yeah—just thinking about the match.” Jackson 
pulled his football jersey out from under his armpit. It’s 
getting tighter on him. Surprising, considering it isn’t that 
old. Everyone replaced their jerseys post-Brexit. First, the 
clubs failing and then—the football’s not really the same 
anymore, but he watches it anyway, anything to escape. 

Suddenly, the aul’ one speaks, interrupting his thoughts, 
“Ah, all you men are the same.” The elderly woman is 
dressed in what seems to be her fi nest velvet black dress 
and a perky black hat with lace covering one eye. She 
stands at the bar, shuffl ing her fi ngers around the rim of an 
empty wine glass. Her eyes dart around the room. “Em—
son, where’s the jax?”

“Oh, sure, it’s just at the end of the bar there.” Jackson 
points in the direction for her. 

“Oh, thank you,” she says with sarcastic gratitude as she 
slowly turns away. 

Jackson remembers himself and quickly blurts out, “Oh! 
I’m sorry for your loss Miss.”

She looks back and wryly laughs, “Believe you me, it’s 
no loss at all.” As she walks away, Jackson looks over at 
the group surrounding the casket and suddenly realises that 
there’s no grief amongst the visitors, just casual chats and 
whispered laughter. 

� e Mortuary
“So, what have we got here?”

“The usual, another one bites the dust.”

She hates the way he speaks in clichés, particularly about 
the dead. No fucking respect, she thinks, gritting her teeth. 

“Anything unusual?”

“I think this one is a reversal, take a look for yourself.” She 
cuts the cord fastening the thick zip and opens the body 
bag in one fl uid action. Despite repeated exposure, she 
never gets used to the initial smell upon opening—the stale 
fug mixed with faeces. Apart from her fl ared nostrils her 
expression fi xes as she concentrates on the task at hand. “I 
haven’t seen this before—what was the cause of death?”

“Just sign the paperwork and you’ll get the coroner’s report.”

“OK, OK.”

“Give me a hand to lift him so I can get out of here.” They 
wheel the trolley over to the white slab of porcelain—six 
inches thick. The cool, translucent ceramic refl ects the 
glare of the overhead fl uorescent tubes. How many dead 
had laid on this slab of white clay? Not as a place of rest 
but a place to be rested upon, neither above nor below, in 
material purgatory.
 
She takes the disinfecting spray and covers the length of 
the body in a fi ne mist. The droplets create a fi lm on the 
grey skin which she carefully absorbs with the yellow 
sponge. Once cleaned, she slowly massages the body to 
release the stiffened oxygen-starved muscles, bending the 
joints to their fi nal resting position.

She prepares ‘the mix’. It’s her own formula; a blend of 
formaldehyde, glucose and a rose-coloured dye. She traces 
her fi nger along the neck and makes a small incision in 
the jugular vein. Into the small gap she inserts one end of 
a translucent tube that spirals down to a removable plastic 
pouch. She repeats the process in the carotid artery, where 
she connects the pump. Slowly the mix enters the body, 
forcing the darkened, congealed blood into the pouch. The 
trace of the dye can be seen as it emanates from the pump 
throughout the corpse—the rose tempering the grey. 

She fi nds particular joy in the changing colours and the 
dead body’s reaction to it. Secretly, she feels that it is her 
own kind of art. While injecting she can see how a body 
becomes something else. She owns it, she has full control 
over it. In her mind she gives her piece a name. She goes to 
her desk and opens parcel U+1F480. It contains the body’s 
belongings. A plain white cotton shirt, a bunch of keys on a 
Frank’s Tire Warehouse keyring, a pack of John Player Blue 
cigarettes, and a fi ne dark-red lipstick. Reaching further into 
the parcel she retrieves a photo, wondering if she can use it 
to liken the corpse to. A number of people are in the image. 
It was shot down by a river bank, something about it seems 
timeless. The face of the corpse is distorted by a stain on the 
surface of the photograph, giving it a lilac hue. It’s the kind 
of stain that only a painter would leave, like something out 
of Francis Bacon’s hermetically sealed studio—suffocated 
between tight glass doors. The trace of action is evident 
too, like it was pushed around the fl oor for a while. She 
puts the photo against the light of her desk lamp and the 
picture’s veins show. “The only surviving photograph”, she 
was told. One of those caricatures on the streets of touristy 
thoroughfares would have offered more information than 
this scatty image. Seizing the opportunity with fervour, she 
knows she is going to have to improvise. It’s a rare moment 
when she gets to be truly creative in her fi eld. 

She opens one of her many notebooks and starts sketching 
non-stop. Using the bone structure as a guide, she imagines 
the range of expressions available to this mask. She turns 
her attention to the outfi t in the photograph clasped in her 
left hand, in an attempt to glean more about the character 
of this person. She wonders what countenance this 

character would likely have had. Often we can tell a lot 
about someone by the clothes they wear. She examines 
the photograph once again, confused. The paint stain 
had damaged the image. She changes tack, abandoning 
the sketch in favour of applying the mortuary cosmetic 
using only her intuition as the primary guide in the 
creation of a persona—one might call this a freestyle 
approach. For approximately two hours she works in a 
trance-like state, losing track of time. She enters a mode 
of semi-consciousness only afforded to those extremely 
skilled at their practice.

Her stomach groans. She looks up at the cold, stainless 
steel wall clock identical to those she used to watch 
during college exams. It’s 2:36pm—she worked right 
through lunch. Peeling off her stretched latex gloves, 
she goes to the sink to wash her hands. She’ll take a 
quick break now and then it’s onto the next one. 
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